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Astea International is a software company that is focused on helping customers worldwide 

keep track of equipment in the field and provide better service to their customers 

giving them a competitive edge 
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BIO: 

Fredric (Rick) Etskovitz 

Chief Financial Officer  

Rick Etskovitz joined Astea International 

in June 2000, when he was elected chief 

financial officer and treasurer. Responsi-

ble for the firm's financial planning, in-

vestor relations, and executive guidance 

to help drive corporate performance, Rick 

brings to his position 25 years of experi-

ence in financial management and report-

ing. A certified public accountant, he 

previously served Astea for seven years as 

the engagement partner from an inde-

pendent accounting firm. Before begin-

ning his career in private practice, Rick 

was part of the financial management 

team at Dupont where he held responsi-

bilities for Mergers and Acquisitions, 

Financial Planning, Corporate Account-

ing and Benefits. Rick received his 

Bachelor of Science from the Pennsyl-

vania State University and his Masters of 

Business Administration from the Whar-

ton Graduate School at the University of 

Pennsylvania. 

 

Debbie Geiger 

Vice President, Marketing 

Debbie brings more than 14 years of pro-

gressive technology, healthcare and con-

sumer product experience in marketing. 

Prior to joining Astea, she held a market-

ing management position for Draeger 

Medical, a Draeger and Siemens Com-

pany, responsible for developing, imple-

menting and leading the global strategic 

and tactical marketing communications 

and launch plans for acute point-of-care 

software. She has also worked as an in-

dependent marketing consultant, working 

with clients that ranged from small start-

ups to larger more mature service and 

product technology companies, providing 

both strategic and tactical marketing ser-

vices. Debbie began her career in con-

sumer products, holding both sales and 

marketing positions with Lever Brothers 

and ACNielsen. Debbie earned her BS 

degree in Marketing from Indiana Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania and MS degree in 

Information Systems from Drexel Univer-

sity. 

 

Company Profile: 

Astea International (Nasdaq: ATEA) is a 

global provider of service management 

software that addresses the unique needs 

of companies who manage capital equip-

ment, mission critical assets and human 

capital. With the acquisition of FieldCen-

trix, Astea complements its existing port-

folio with the industry's leading mobile 

field service execution solutions. Astea is 

helping companies drive even higher 

levels of customer satisfaction with faster 

response times and proactive communica-

tion, creating a seamless, consistent and 

highly personalized experience at every 

customer relationship touch point. Since 

its inception in 1979, Astea has licensed 

applications to companies, around the 

world, in a wide range of sectors includ-

ing information technology, telecommu-

nications, instruments and controls, busi-

ness systems, HVAC, gaming/leisure, 

imaging, industrial equipment, and medi-

cal devices. 

 

Interview conducted by: 

Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor 

CEOCFOinterviews.com 

 

CEOCFO: Mr. Etskovitz, please de-

scribe Astea and your target markets. 

Mr. Etskovitz: “Astea is a software 

company. We are headquartered in Hor-

sham, Pennsylvania, which is outside of 

Philadelphia, but we have locations 

throughout the world. We develop soft-

ware that is geared specifically to help 

companies that provide services either in 

the form of services to equipment or to 

people out in they field so that companies 

can keep track of their equipment in the 

field, service their equipment and provide 

better services to their customers in order 

to give them a competitive edge.” 

 



CEOCFO: Do you target specific indus-

tries? 

Ms. Geiger: “We target specific verticals 

such as medical devices, IT services, in-

dustrial equipment, banking like ATM 

machines and any kind of capital equip-

ment, HVAC, process controls. These are 

high-end enterprises that have service 

operations that are strategic to their over-

all businesses. It is typically targeted to-

wards the type of equipment where you 

have ongoing maintenance and service 

contracts. Our software supports the en-

tire service life cycle from lead generation 

to sales quotation to servicing out in the 

field to bringing that piece of equipment 

back in and refurbishing it or retiring that 

piece of equipment.” 

 

CEOCFO: What is unique about equip-

ment that requires special soft-

ware to control sales and the 

complete cycle? 

Mr. Etskovitz: “Equipment is 

complex. If you talk about a 

piece of medical imaging equip-

ment; the hospital for example 

has this very complex piece of 

equipment that is extremely ex-

pensive, it can never go down. It 

generates revenue for that hospi-

tal as long as it is working and it 

has to be working properly. You 

need to know what the parts are, 

what kind of service contract 

there is related to that piece of 

equipment so that if there is a 

problem the service person can get there 

within the required amount of time with 

the right parts. In the case of a piece of 

medical equipment, you need to do pre-

ventative maintenance so that it does not 

go down. You need to know every time it 

was serviced, what they found when they 

did the service, and if there are parts 

needed, what parts are needed, where 

those parts are located and which service 

person has the requisite skills in order to 

properly service the equipment so it does 

not go down. Some of our customers sell 

gaming equipment and provide services 

to those pieces of equipment. In the case 

where gaming equipment goes down, 

there are no revenues that could be gen-

erated while it is not working, so those 

revenues are lost forever. What is impor-

tant is in case there is a problem, the ser-

vice company finds out about that and 

immediately gets out there as soon as 

possible and fixes the problem.” 

 

Ms. Geiger: “To expand on Rick’s 

statement, that piece of equipment is 

made up of multiple parts that may be 

sourced from other vendors. Therefore, 

tracking the warranty, manufacturer, and 

every component that makes up that MRI 

machine or piece of equipment, and un-

derstanding if it is still under warrantee is 

important. Servicing high-end equipment 

can be very complicated. For example, it 

could be a dial on the machine that is 

sourced from a third party manufacturer, 

and you may need to know if that part is 

under warranty or not. You want to be 

able to track all of the components down 

to that item that makes us that equip-

ment.” 

 

CEOCFO: Would a company typically 

have all their machinery under contract 

with you?  

Mr. Etskovitz: “The software is actually 

a perpetual license to the customer who is 

generally the manufacturer or distributor 

of that equipment. We are not directly 

involved in providing the service itself. 

Our basic philosophy is that in the manu-

facturing environment that exists today, 

most of what we manufacture is manufac-

tured abroad in order to take advantage of 

lowest cost manufacturing wherever they 

can find that. Services are something that 

you really can’t subcontract out to an-

other country; particularly services where 

you need to see somebody face-to-face. 

What differentiates one manufacturer or 

distributor from another is the quality of 

the services that it provides to its custom-

ers. We feel that with our software the 

companies that use that software, have a 

competitive leg up against their competi-

tion because that differentiates them from 

everybody else. They can provide more 

timely and faster service and that is going 

to be making money for those companies. 

Providing services, which years ago was 

not considered a profit center, are now 

becoming a profit center for businesses 

and a great differentiator when compet-

ing for new business as well as retaining 

existing customers.” 

 

CEOCFO: Is there much customization 

involved with your software? 

Mr. Etskovitz: “It depends on the needs 

of the customer. Our software is ex-

tremely flexible. It allows a number of 

setups based on the way a particular 

company provides its services, where its 

warehouses are located, how 

many service people it has. For 

the most part, customization is 

not something that we think 

would be a significant part of 

our software but in the event 

that a company has a unique 

need that can’t be covered by 

what the software does, we 

have the capability to custom-

ize where necessary.” 

 

CEOCFO: What is the com-

petitive landscape and why are 

customers choosing Astea? 

Ms. Geiger: “Astea is in an 

interesting position in the mar-

ket. We compete against the large ERP 

vendors like SAP, Oracle or Siebel who is 

now part of Oracle; traditionally we will 

run into them just because our software is 

so broad and covers a lot. We will also 

run into niche vendors, which are further 

dissected by things such as a mobility 

opportunity and it may be just to connect 

to the back-office, connecting the indoor 

and outdoor users, or it may be a schedul-

ing optimization opportunity. Even de-

pending on the opportunity, our competi-

tive landscape differs. We will see some 

smaller vendors based upon the type of 

opportunity as well as the type of vertical 

market. In regards to differentiation, 

Astea is the only company that has been 

in the service management space for 28 

years. There is probably one other com-

petitor that maybe got into this a couple 

of  years after us so everyone else has 

“Astea is a software company. We are head-

quartered in Horsham, Pennsylvania, which is 

outside of Philadelphia, but we have locations 

throughout the world. We develop software 

that is geared specifically to help companies 

that provide services either in the form of ser-

vices to equipment or to people out in they field 

so that companies can keep track of their 

equipment in the field, service their equipment 

and provide better services to their customers 

in order to give them a competitive edge.” 

                                   - Fredric (Rick) Etskovitz 



either just entered into this space or has 

only been in it for a few years, and that is 

one of our core competitive differenti-

ators. We also have extensive service 

management expertise. We have done 

over 400 implementations around the 

world and helped companies optimize 

their processes. It is really our people and 

professional services, with some of these 

people being with Astea for more than 

seventeen years. When it comes to help-

ing a company with the reorganization of 

their business processes, streamlining 

their business processes, they look to 

Astea for advice. They want to know 

what are other companies in 

their space are doing to opti-

mize their service businesses, 

what they could be doing better 

such as streamlining to reduce 

costs out and also continuing to 

increase revenues.” 

 

CEOCFO: Do you reach your 

customers directly or is it 

through third parties or joint 

ventures? 

Ms. Geiger: “Yes, we have a 

direct sales force.” 

 

Mr. Etskovitz: “Most of our 

business is dedicated to direct 

sales. We do use resellers in 

other parts of the world, pri-

marily Japan. We have some 

resellers in Europe as well but 

the large bulk of our sales are 

direct through our sales staff.” 

 

CEOCFO: How is business? 

Mr. Etskovitz: “Business is 

good. We have a solid pipeline 

of opportunities. We announced 

decent results for our 1

st

 Quarter, which 

was an improvement over the 4

th

 Quarter 

of last year and an improvement over the 

1

st

 Quarter of 2006. We think there is a 

lot of activity there. We came out with a 

new version of our product in the first 

quarter of 2007. It is much improved in 

terms of quality and functionality. In ad-

dition, we are pursuing a new market 

with a product that we have just released 

in March 2007. We have taken our 

FieldCentrix® solution and we have inte-

grated embedded it in Microsoft Dynam-

ics CRM, which is a powerful highly rec-

ognized and widely utilized piece of soft-

ware in the industry. We have worked 

with the Microsoft development team to 

better understand their solution and iden-

tify what we feel is a shortcoming in their 

CRM and that is in their service area. By 

integrating our field service solution with 

the Microsoft product, we have a power-

ful piece of software that is appropriate 

for small to mid-size businesses. We are 

working with a large group of resellers 

and utilizing them and their connections 

and expertise to market this product. We 

are excited about the opportunities and 

we think business is good and hoping it 

will get a lot better.” 

 

CEOCFO: Please tell us about your 

FieldCentrix acquisition and do you see 

additional acquisitions? 

Mr. Etskovitz: “We acquired FieldCen-

trix® in September of 2005; they were a 

competitor of ours and they had a nice 

install base of customers. The product 

was known for good quality and its lead-

ing edge mobility solution, which effec-

tively enables organizations to communi-

cate back and forth with its service people 

out in the field. We have recently been 

integrating their mobility expertise and 

their solution into the Astea Alliance 

solution. We feel it has worked very well. 

Their product is not quite as broad as 

ours but when mobility is a key decision 

criteria it becomes a powerful differenti-

ator for us. It has contributed to our re-

sults in terms of profitability as well as 

revenues. That acquisition was a good 

one and it worked well. As for future ac-

quisitions we are always looking at new 

opportunities and in the event that an 

opportunity should increase the function-

ality of our software or increase our mar-

ket share we are open to it.” 

 

CEOCFO: Where do you see growth in 

the next few years? 

Ms. Geiger: “A lot of folks 

have been taking a look at their 

back office, trying to optimize 

it. Some of the growth areas 

that we are seeing are in the 

areas of mobility and schedul-

ing and optimization. Organi-

zations are now looking at how 

they can increase productivity 

from their workers out in the 

field. There is where the mo-

bility and real time scheduling 

optimization come into play, 

and their ability to drive costs 

out of that process and increase 

technician productivity. Tradi-

tionally you could have high 

ratios of dispatchers to techni-

cians because the dispatchers 

had to get on the phone, try to 

figure where the technician 

was and whether or not they 

were available and have the 

right skill sets. Today many 

companies are using white 

boards or paper and it is a very 

inefficient process. Now by 

optimizing the mobility and 

connecting the front office to the back 

office, you can see on an electronic 

schedule board where that technician is, 

where they are in the work order process. 

You can estimate how soon they are go-

ing to be done with that job and then give 

them their next job without even getting 

on the phone. You can see, even with that 

process you can eliminate a lot of down-

time as well as cost. We are also seeing 

GPS as a growing trend, knowing where 

that person is and giving turn-by-turn 

directions to ensure that they arrive at the 

right place at the right time. We are go-

ing to be there right along with that tech-

“Astea is the only company that has been in the 

service management space for 28 years. There is 

probably one other competitor that maybe got 

into this a couple of  years after us so everyone 

else has either just entered into this space or has 

only been in it for a few years, and that is one of 

our core competitive differentiators. We also 

have extensive service management expertise. 

We have done over 400 implementations around 

the world and helped companies optimize their 

processes. It is really our people and professional 

services, with some of these people being with 

Astea for more than seventeen years. When it 

comes to helping a company with the reorgani-

zation of their business processes, streamlining 

their business processes, they look to Astea for 

advice. They want to know what are other com-

panies in their space are doing to optimize their 

service businesses, what they could be doing bet-

ter such as streamlining to reduce costs out and 

also continuing to increase revenues.” 

                                                     - Debbie Geiger 



nology. It is getting more transparent into 

what that technician is doing out in the 

field as well as tracking the assets; mak-

ing sure the truck is getting utilized and 

making sure the technician is where he is 

supposed to be. It is not intended to pro-

vide management with  the “big brother” 

mentality but it is just to make sure that 

they see that this technician may be right 

down the street from another customer 

and then determine if they the right parts 

and then request that they stop by that 

customer. It is clearly about being more 

efficient, which translates into being 

more profitable.” 

 

CEOCFO: In closing, why should poten-

tial investors be interested and what 

might they miss about Astea? 

Mr. Etskovitz: “We have been in busi-

ness 28 years. There are not a lot of soft-

ware companies that have that longevity. 

We didn’t start yesterday so we are not 

fly by night. One of the keys is that we 

have long relationships with many com-

panies. While it may not be recognized 

on our balance sheet, but our customers 

are a good source of opportunities such as 

upgrading their old software. We are 

pretty well installed for a company of our 

size, all over the world. In addition, be-

cause of the companies, we have a nice 

maintenance revenue which comes year 

after year, in order for them to help with 

their software and help them to do up-

grades on new versions. As those compa-

nies grow, they are sources to buy new 

licenses and new services from us, which 

is not something that is reflected in our 

financial statements. We have a large net 

operating loss for tax purposes which 

does not present any value on our balance 

sheet either, however we have the capac-

ity to generate profits for many years in 

the future and not be charged with any 

income tax, so that has some ongoing 

value.” 

 

Ms. Geiger: “In regards to the develop-

ment and the product/technology, we 

continue to leverage the latest tools out 

there and continue to bring our customers 

along with us and keep them as up to date 

in order to benefit from performance im-

provements and continuously lowering 

their cost of ownership. We continue to 

develop and optimize our software to 

make it easier for our existing and new 

customers to implement, and get a 

quicker return on investment.” 

 

Mr. Etskovitz: “We have been focused 

on cost containment from an operational 

standpoint so that we have very little ex-

tra operating cost in running this com-

pany. As soon as we are able to close 

more of the opportunities that we feel are 

in front of us, we feel that because of our 

low cost structure, we will be able to 

bring a tremendous amount of those 

revenues down to the bottom line and it 

can be very profitable. Therefore, a small 

increase in revenues could have a dra-

matic increase on the bottom line, which 

in effect is sharing those earnings with 

our shareholders. If the plans we have in 

place for marketing and selling our prod-

uct materialize, our investors should see a 

big return on their investment.” 
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